A1. General Acid and Base Catalysis

Reactions in solution that are not catalyzed are slow since charge development and separation occurs in the transition state. When bonds are made or broken, charged intermediates are often formed which are higher in energy than the reactants. Since the intermediate is higher in energy than the reactants, the transition state would be even higher in energy, and hence more closely resemble the charged intermediate. Anything that can stabilize the charges on the intermediate and hence the developing charges in the transition states will lower the energy of the transition state and catalyze the reaction. In this section we will investigate the mechanism underlying the catalysis by small molecules of chemical reactions. Presumably, biological macromolecular catalyst (like protein enzymes) will use similar mechanisms in their catalytic effects (which will be discussed in the next section).

Catalysts, including enzymes, can employ at least 5 different ways to stabilize transition states.

Charge development in the TS can be decreased by either donation of a proton from general acids (like acetic acid or a protonated indole ring) to an atom such as a carbonyl O which develops a partial negative charge in the TS when it is attached by a nucleophile. Proton donation decreases the developing negative in the TS. Alternatively, a nucleophile such as water which develops a partial positive charge in the TS as it begins to form a bond to an electrophilic C in a carbonyl can be stabilized by the presence of a general base (such as acetate or the deprotonated indole ring). Proton abstraction decreases the developing positive charge.
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